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Abstract
The view exists that Bell-tests would only be about local incompatibility of quantum observables
and that quantum non-locality would be an unnecessary concept in physics. In this short note,
we emphasize that it is not incompatibility at the local level that is important for the violation of
Bell-CHSH inequality, but incompatibility at the non-local level of the joint measurements. Hence,
non-locality remains a necessary concept to properly interpret the outcomes of certain joint quantum
measurements.
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Some authors have argued that since Bell-CHSH inequality is only violated under the condition of
local incompatibility of Alice’s and Bob’s observables, Bell-tests should only be considered as special
tests of incompatibility of said local observables, hence Bell’s introduction of the very notion of non-
locality would be misleading and the term “non-locality” should be dismissed altogether [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
More precisely, addressing here the more specific point raised in [2], and following Khalfin and Tsirelson’s
algebraic method [6], we observe that by taking the square of the CHSH operator
C = A⊗ (B +B′) +A′ ⊗ (B −B′), (1)
then using the fact that the observables A, A′, B and B′ have ±1 eigenvalues, one can write:
C2 = 4I+ [A,A′]⊗ [B,B′]. (2)
Since the inequality C2 ≤ 4I (which implies |〈ψ|C|ψ〉| ≤ 2, for all ψ, which is the usual statement
of the Bell-CHSH inequality; see for instance [7] for the details) can only be violated if [A,A′] = 0
and/or [B,B′] = 0, one finds that the Bell-CHSH inequality cannot be violated if Alice’s and/or Bob’s
observables are compatible, i.e., commute. Based on this observation, one might be tempted to conclude
that Bell-tests cannot truly highlight the presence of non-locality, but only of local incompatibility (local
non-commutability) of Alice’s and Bob’s measurements.
The above reasoning is however incomplete, as it does not take into account the reason why local non-
commutativity is necessary in the first place. To show this, let us start considering the situation where
Alice’s and Bob’s measurements are compatible, so that we have the commutation relations [A,A′] = 0
and [B,B′] = 0. If so, one can in principle define a single measurement scheme for Alice, consisting
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in jointly measuring the two observables A and A′, as well as a single measurement scheme for Bob,
consisting in jointly measuring the two observables B and B′. Let us denote A and B the observables
associated with these two bigger local measurements, performed by Alice and Bob, respectively. If
A and A′ are 2-outcome observables, this means that A is associated with the 4 outcomes (A1, A
′
1
),
(A2, A
′
1
), (A1, A
′
2
), (A2, A
′
2
), so that the outcome-probabilities for the two sub-measurements A and A′
can be deduced as marginals of the outcome-probabilities of such bigger local measurement; and the
same holds true for Bob’s observable B, associated with the 4 outcomes (B1, B
′
1
), (B2, B
′
1
), (B1, B
′
2
)
and (B2, B
′
2
).
If we additionally assume that the measurement defined by jointly executing Alice’s and Bob’s
measurements is properly described in terms of a tensor product observable A⊗B, as is usually done in
standard quantum mechanics, i.e., by the product of the two commuting observables A⊗ I and I⊗ B,
it is clear that the overall experimental situation can be described in terms of a single measurement,
defined by the action of Alice and Bob jointly performing A and B. Such single measurement would
produce the following 16 possible outcomes:
((A1, A
′
1
), (B1, B
′
1
)), ((A1, A
′
1
), (B2, B
′
1
)), ((A1, A
′
1
), (B1, B
′
2
)), ((A1, A
′
1
), (B2, B
′
2
)),
((A2, A
′
1
), (B1, B
′
1
)), ((A2, A
′
1
), (B2, B
′
1
)), ((A2, A
′
1
), (B1, B
′
2
)), ((A2, A
′
1
), (B2, B
′
2
)),
((A1, A
′
2), (B1, B
′
1)), ((A1, A
′
2), (B2, B
′
1)), ((A1, A
′
2), (B1, B
′
2)), ((A1, A
′
2), (B2, B
′
2)),
((A2, A
′
2), (B1, B
′
1)), ((A2, A
′
2), (B2, B
′
1)), ((A2, A
′
2), (B1, B
′
2)), ((A2, A
′
2), (B2, B
′
2)). (3)
From their probabilities, one can easily deduce those of the 4 different possible joint sub-measurements,
for instance the one obtained by considering sub-measurement A in association with sub-measurement
B. More precisely, the outcome-probability P(A1, B1), of obtaining outcome A1 for A and outcome B1
for B, would be given by the sum:
P(A1, B1) = P((A1, A
′
1), (B1, B
′
1)) + P((A1, A
′
1), (B1, B
′
2))
+ P((A1, A
′
2), (B1, B
′
1)) + P((A1, A
′
2), (B1, B
′
2)), (4)
and similarly for the other outcome-probabilities.
Now, the probabilities deduced from a single measurement situation can always fit into a single
Kolmogorovian probability space, and therefore be represented in terms of deterministic, non-contextual
hidden-variables; see for instance the representation theorem in [8]. In other words, if all measurements
performed by Alice and Bob are compatible, no probabilistic structure extending beyond the classical
one can be revealed. This means that in order to highlight the existence of elements of reality that
cannot be described by classical probability models, and therefore by classical hidden-variables theories,
one needs to consider situations where an entity is not always subjected to the same experimental
context, i.e., to the same measurement, however big such measurement is. Bell’s work was precisely
about identifying and analyzing experimental situations able to produce joint probabilities that cannot
be modeled using a single Kolmogorovian probability space, i.e., that cannot be associated with an
overall joint probability distribution [9].
In the case of the Bell-CHSH inequality, 4 different measurements are required and represented by
the tensor product observables A⊗ B, A′ ⊗ B, A ⊗ B′ and A′ ⊗ B′. Using A2 = A′2 = B2 = B′2 = I,
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one can then deduce the the 6 commutation relations:
[A⊗B,A′ ⊗B] = [A,A′]⊗ I,
[A⊗B,A⊗B′] = I⊗ [B,B′],
[A′ ⊗B,A′ ⊗B′] = I⊗ [B,B′],
[A⊗B′, A′ ⊗B′] = [A,A′]⊗ I,
[A⊗B,A′ ⊗B′] = [A,A′]⊗BB′ +A′A⊗ [B,B′],
[A′ ⊗B,A⊗B′] = [A′, A]⊗BB′ +AA′ ⊗ [B,B′]. (5)
It is clear from the above that for the 4 observables A ⊗ B, A′ ⊗ B, A ⊗ B′ and A′ ⊗ B′, to describe
measurements that cannot be incorporated into a single measurement scheme, we must have [A,A′] 6= 0
and/or [B,B′] 6= 0, i.e., Alice’s and Bob’s local observables must not all commute. However, this
transfer of the incompatibility requirement from the non-local to the local level of the observables, is
only the consequence of the fact that a specific representational choice has been a priori adopted: that
of describing all joint measurements between Alice and Bob as product measurements relative to a
unique tensor product representation of the state space. But this is a very special situation, which
will not necessarily apply to all experimental situations. For instance, it will certainly be invalid if in
addition to the Bell-CHSH inequality also the marginal laws (also called no-signaling conditions) are
violated, as observed in many experiments [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15].1
But even when the marginal laws are obeyed, a single tensor product representation for all the
observables will not work if the Bell-CHSH inequality is violated beyond Tsirelson’s bound, as it is the
case for, say, the “Bertlmann wears no socks” experiment described in [17]. This is an experimental
situation where the Bell-CHSH inequality is maximally violated even though Alice’s measurements A
and A′, and Bob’s measurements B and B′, are perfectly compatible at the local level. In other words,
this is a situation that cannot be described by (2), as the violation originates from an incompatibility
which manifests at the non-local level of the joint measurements, the reason being that the correlations
are created by the joint action of Alice and Bob, in a purely contextual way, i.e., the common causes
at the origin of the correlations are contextually actualized.
So, while being true that incompatibility does play a central role in the construction of a Bell-test
experiment, and in the understanding of its rationale, it is incompatibility at the global level of the
joint measurements that is fundamental to have, which only reduces to local incompatibility when
all the entanglement can be “pushed” into the state of the system. This is only possible, within the
standard Hilbertian formulation of quantum mechanics, if the Bell-CHSH inequality is violated below
Tsirelson’s bound and all marginal laws are satisfied. In more general situations, entanglement needs
to be allocated also at the level of measurements, as they cannot anymore be all described as product
observables relative to a same tensor product representation. This is of course a manifestation of
contextuality: the possibility of using a tensor product representation for the observables describing
joint measurements becomes contextual, in the sense that one needs to adopt a different isomorphism
for each joint measurement, in order to allocate the entanglement resource only in the state; see [16]
for the details.
To put the above differently, the incompatibility of the different joint measurements means that one
cannot find a non-contextual hidden-variables representation for the observed outcome-probabilities,
i.e., one cannot find common causes in the past explaining all the correlations that are revealed by the
1Note that the marginal laws can be easily violated when joint measurements are performed on spatially interconnected
macroscopic entities, as well as on conceptual entities that are connected through meaning; see [16] and the references
cited therein.
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experimental data. So, one is forced to recognize that these correlations were not all pre-existing the
measurements, that some of them (or all of them) were contextually created by the latter. And this
means that the common causes at the origin of the correlations are in turn genuinely contextual, i.e.,
actualized at each run of a joint measurement in a way that depends on the type of joint measurement
that is being executed [17]. Thus, if it is correct to say that Bell-test experiments are about evidencing
the presence of incompatibility, i.e., the fact that not all measurements can be jointly performed,
this does not mean that no conclusion can be drawn about the underlying reality producing such
incompatibility. Indeed, we know that Alice’s and Bob’s laboratories can be located at arbitrary
distance in space and that despite that, their joint action can still create correlations in a way that
depends on the operations they jointly and simultaneously perform. But if their remotely performed
joint actions are able to create correlations, or better, the common causes that are at their origin,
how can a discussion about non-locality be avoided? We do not refer here to a notion of non-locality
in the naif sense of “something spooky traveling in space at superluminal speed,” but in the sense of
something that can operate from a (non-spatial) layer of our physical reality, not affected by spatial
distances.
One can of course dislike the idea that our world, at its core, would be non-local, i.e., non-spatial,
and certainly saying what something “is not” is just a first step in an investigation. The next step is
about explaining what the nature of a non-spatial entity would be, and how it would relate to our spatial
domain, in which it can leave traces, for instance in the form of impacts in our measuring apparatuses.
To tentatively take that second step, our group in Brussels, led by Diederik Aerts, worked out in the
past years a challenging hypothesis, according to which the micro-physical entities would be endowed
of a conceptual nature, similar to that of the human concepts [18, 19]. Non-spatiality would then be an
expression of the fact that the micro-physical entities, being essentially conceptual in nature,2 can be
in more or less abstract states, with the less abstract ones (i.e., the more concrete ones) being precisely
those associated with the condition of “being in space.”
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